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PlayStation 2 について学びます！ A
PlayStation 2 (PS2) Bio In
Other Regions:
他のバージョンの機器でも、 It's also
worth mentioning that there are
"draft" or "development"
BIOSs for many PS2 models.
These BIOSs are not factory-
released BIOSs for various
reasons, they may or may not
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work on real PS2 hardware and
some of these BIOSs even have
limited functionality. Pre-PS2
PS4 Bios From Japan The
Japanese PS4 BIOS does not
work. It will not boot even
when using an uncorrected
BIOS. You can keep searching
on the internet. PlayStation 2
PS4 プレイステーション
カード：PlayStation 2. Reference
List for all PlayStation 2 Model
Numbers. See also Bioshock
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2—entirely created from
scratch to have an import
friendly BIOS All-in-one
software package, same as PS4
BIOS Biocode Eggheadz'
PlayStation II BIOS Project
The PRIDE Formula DR-1 has
a modified BIOS that allows for
PS2 backwards compatibility.
Notes References Further
reading Category:PlayStation 2
Category:Dreamcast
Category:NEC PC-9801
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Category:Virtual appliance
Category:Homebrew
Category:Hardware lists
Category:Japanese home
computers Category:Japanese
inventions Category:Emulation
Category:Western Digital
Category:Legacy hardware
Category:PlayStation 2
hardware ja:下線 BIOS
Category:NEC hardwareQ: I
need to make an button that
does two different things
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depending on what I click, but
it is not working in Jquery I
have a form with a submit
button. The form is only going
to send if the user selects both
Submit and a filled in text field.
I cannot see why this doesn't
work. here is the code:
$('.submit').click(function() { if
($('.submit').is(':checked') &&
$('.textfield').length > 0) {
82138339de
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